Novel Steel Industry Flaring Capability at Payne Institute

By Christopher Elvidge, Mikhail Zhizhin, Kelly Taber and Morgan Bazilian

The Payne Institute Earth Observation Group (EOG) at Colorado School of Mines has developed a new method for detecting flaring at industrial sites with the capability to produce worldwide data on steel mills.

This data is relevant for policy-makers, non-governmental organizations, and industry leaders seeking innovative Green Steel solutions; traditional steel manufacturing produces more CO2 emissions than any other heavy industry. Recently at the Clean Energy Ministerial in Pittsburgh, global banks representing $23 billion signed on to invest in Sustainable STEEL Principles in collaboration with the Net-zero Steel Initiative and the United Nations Finance Programme Initiative.

EOG scientists, renowned for Global Gas Flaring research, are now utilizing satellite imagery to analyze steel facilities at a site-specific and regional or country-level basis. Flaring at natural gas facilities is studied with the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) satellite, which monitors and measures radiant heat intensity emissions including CO2 and methane equivalent totals. VIIRS Nightfire (VNF) is unique in the recording of near-infrared and short-wave infrared data at night and a powerful tool to track climate change.

New EOG research and publications will be forthcoming showing year-over-year comparisons and changes to steel production due to global and geo-political factors. For example, steel production levels decreased during the global Covid-19 pandemic. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine shuttered Ukraine’s steel plants, disrupted exports, increased market volatility, and hindered sustainable steel efforts. Profile views of more than 1,000 steel mills from across the globe have been developed. Scientists Chris Elvidge and Mikhail Zhizhin are leading the EOG steel research initiative.
Profile of Detroit, MI steel facilities showing a drop in production in 2020 due to the Covid pandemic.
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